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Abstract— The positive semidefiniteness of Laplacian matrices corresponding to graphs with negative edge weights is
studied. Two alternative proofs to a result by Zelazo and Bürger
(Theorem 3.2), which provides upper bounds on the magnitudes
of the negative weights in terms of effective resistances within
which to ensure definiteness of the Laplacians, are provided.
Both proofs are direct and intuitive. The first employs purely
geometrical arguments while the second relies on passivity
arguments and the laws of physics for electrical circuits. The
latter is then used to establish consensus in multi-agent systems
with generalized high-order dynamics. A numerical example is
given at the end of the paper to highlight the result.
Index Terms— Graph Laplacians, consensus, robustness,
multi-agent systems, Integral Quadratic Constraints (IQCs)

I. I NTRODUCTION
Consensus in multi-agent systems has been a very popular
topic in the control community in last couple of decades,
attracting wide research attention following the seminal
works [1], [2]. In the discrete-time setting, stochastic matrices are an essential element in establishing consensus. In
continuous-time, it is Laplacian matrices that play a similar
role. Various continuous-time linear consensus algorithms for
single and double integrator multi-agent systems rely on definiteness of the Laplacians corresponding to the underlying
graphs [3], [4]. For instance, in the case of single integrator
consensus, the dynamics of the agents can be described by
the differential equation
ẋ(t) = −Lx(t),

(1)

where L denotes the Laplacian. Hence, the dynamics rely on
the spectral properties of L.
It is well-known that the Laplacian of an undirected
graph with positive weights is positive semidefinite. Indeed,
it belongs to the class of negated Metzler matrices, for
which many useful properties are known [5]. If, in addition,
the graph is connected, then the Laplacian has only one
eigenvalue at 0 with the corresponding eigenvector being the
n-vector 1n with all elements equal to 1. In this case, the
solution of (1) converges to α1n as t tends to infinity [4],
[6], where the value of α ∈ R depends on the initial
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conditions. In contrast, when a graph contains negative edge
weights, properties of the corresponding Laplacian are not
entirely well understood. One motivation to consider negative
weights is that they can be used to model antagonistic
interactions in a network [7], which may represent perturbations in consensus problems, inhibition and repression of
expressions in gene regulatory networks, etc. Thus, negative
edge weights represent “local” inhibitions between respective
nodes, and positive weights represent “local” activations.
Recently in [8], the authors gave a necessary and sufficient
condition on the semidefinitenesss of Laplacian matrices
under certain non-cyclic assumptions on the negative weights
(Theorem 3.2). In particular, they showed that the Laplacian
matrix is positive semidefinite if and only if the absolute
values of the negative edge weights are less than or equal
to the reciprocals of the corresponding effective resistances.
However, the proof in [8] is rather involved and difficult
to follow. One contribution of the present paper is that we
provide alternative proofs to this main result in [8] which we
believe are more direct and intuitive. Specifically, the first
proof uses geometrical arguments and the second resistive
circuit theory.
One consequence of the new proofs of the Zelazo-Bürger
result is that they provide insights on the passivity of a
system that is defined by a graph Laplacian. In particular, we
utilize this in the context of a unifying framework for robust
synchronization based on integral quadratic constraints [9]
that has been put forth in [10], [11]. In fact, combining
the new insights on passivity with the results in [10], [11]
we establish a consensus result in multi-agent systems with
individual high-order passive dynamics, while allowing the
presence of negative edge weights in the network topology
(Theorem 4.4).
The paper is organized as follows. Section II establishes
notation and preliminaries on representations of graphs as
electrical networks and relevant function spaces. Section III
details two alternative proofs of the Zelazo-Bürger result, a
geometrical proof and a passivity-based proof. The problem
of consensus between agents with passive dynamics, albeit
allowing negative interaction through graph edges, is considered in Section IV and a corresponding robust consensus
result is established. The paper concludes with a numerical
example (Section V) and some final remarks (Section VI).
II. N OTATION
A. Matrices
Let R and C denote the real and complex numbers
respectively. jR denotes the imaginary axis, C+ (resp. C̄+ )

the open (resp. closed) right half complex plane, and k· k the
Euclidean norm. Given an A ∈ Cm×n (resp. Rm×n ), A∗ ∈
Cn×m (resp. AT ∈ Rn×m ) denotes its complex conjugate
transpose (resp. transpose). aij denotes the (i, j) entry of A
and A† the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse.
Let ⊕ denote the
Ln
direct sum of matrices; thus i=1 Ai := A1 ⊕A2 ⊕. . .⊕An
may be thought of as a block diagonal matrix with diagonal
blocks the Ai ’s. In denotes the identity matrix of size n × n.
Denote by {ei }ni=1 the set of canonical basis vectors of Rn ,
i.e. ei has 1 as its ith entry and zeros everywhere else. Also
define eij := ei − ej .

(i, j) ∈ E and aij = 0 otherwise. Note that A is symmetric
for an undirected graph. The weighted Laplacian matrix
L = [`ij ] ∈ Rn×n is defined as

to a scalar weight. By a slight abuse of notation, sometimes
we use k ∈ E instead of k ∈ E and, for notational simplicity,
we abbreviate the weight of edge (i, j) as W(i, j). We do not
restrict these weights to assume only positive values. Let W
be a diagonal matrix with all edge weights on the diagonal,
i.e., wkk := W(k ), k ∈ E. The cardinality card(E) of E is
assumed finite.
A graph is undirected if (i, j) ∈ E then (j, i) ∈ E.
A path on G of length N is an ordered set of distinct
vertices {n0 , n1 , . . . , nN } such that (ni , ni+1 ) ∈ E for all
i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , N −1}. The path is called a cycle if n0 = nN .
An undirected graph is said to be connected if any two
nodes in V are connected by a path. The weighted adjacency
matrix A = [aij ] ∈ Rn×n is defined by aij = W(i, j) if

Di = c.

`ii :=

n
X

j=1,j6=i

aij ,

`ij := −aij , i 6= j.

Note that L has a zero eigenvalue corresponding to the vector
of ones 1n ∈ Rn . In the case where all the weights are
positive, the multiplicity of the zero eigenvalue of L is equal
to the number of connected components in the graph [14].
This is not true in general in the presence of negative weights.
The Laplacian matrix can be factorised as L = DW DT ,
B. Function spaces and transfer functions
where D = [dik ] ∈ Rn×m is the oriented incidence matrix.
We consider the usual Lebesgue spaces
 It is defined by associating an orientation to every edge of

Z ∞
the graph: for each k = (i, j) = (j, i), one of i, j is defined
kf (t)k2 dt < ∞ ,
Ln2 := f : [0, ∞) → Rn | kf k22 :=
to be the head and the other tail of the edge:
0

L∞ := {φ : jR → C |kφk∞ := ess supω∈R |φ(jω)| < ∞ } ,
 +1 if i is the head of k
−1 if i is the tail of k
d
:=
ik
and the Hardy space

0
otherwise.


φ has analytic continuation into C+
H∞ := φ ∈ L∞
.
Note that the definition of the Laplacian matrix is invariant
with sups∈C+ |φ(s)| = kφk∞ < ∞
to the choice of orientation.
We denote by C ⊂ L∞ the class of continuous functions on
j R̄, where R̄ := R ∪ {∞} is the compactified real line. We D. Graphs as electrical networks
denote by R the set of proper real-rational transfer functions
Insightful observations can be made by associating graphs
and by RH∞ := R ∩ H∞ [12]. For technical reasons we with electrical networks [15], [16], [17]. Given a connected
use a slightly stronger notion of passivity than usual, in that graph G = (V, E, W), associate with each edge  with a
k
we call passive a function H(s) ∈ Rn×n such that
resistor of resistance value rk := 1/wk , where wk denotes
(i) H(s) has no poles in <[s] ≥ 0 with a possible the weight on the edge k . The resistance matrix R ∈ Rm×m
exception the origin,
is defined to be the inverse of the weight matrix W , i.e. R =
(ii) H(jω) + H(jω)∗ ≥ 0 for all ω > 0,
W −1 . Note that by definition, wk represents the electrical
(iii) if s = 0 is a pole of H(s), then it is a simple pole and conductance of each edge.
the residue matrix lim sH(s) is positive semidefinite.
Assume that the entries of c ∈ Rn denote the amount
s→0
of
current entering at each vertex from external independent
The above definition of passivity is more restrictive than the
sources
and that the sum of all such currents is zero, i.e.,
usual one in [13] where, besides the origin, additional simple
T
c
1
=
0 which means that there is no charge “building”
n
poles on jR with positive residue are also allowed.
on the network. Denote by v ∈ Rn and i ∈ Rm the voltage
at the various nodes and current at edges, respectively.
C. Graph theory
A weighted graph G = (V, E, W) consists of a set of nodes Kirchoff’s current law asserts that the difference between
the outgoing current and the incoming current through the
V = {1, . . . , n}, a set of edges E = {1 , . . . , m } ⊂ V × V
where k = (i, j) ∈ E if node i is connected to node j, and a edges of every vertex equals external input current injection,
weight function W : E → R\{0} that corresponds each edge i.e.,
(2)

On the other hand, Ohm’s law states that the current through
each edge is given by the potential difference (voltage) across
the associated vertices divided by the resistance of that edge,
i.e.
W DT v = i.

(3)

Combining the last two equalities yields
DW DT v = Lv = c.

(4)
†

The solutions of this equation are of the form v = L c+α1n ,
α ∈ R, since the graph is assumed connected and where L†
denotes the pseudo-inverse. Since eTij 1n = 0, the voltage

difference across the edge  = (i, j) is given by
eTij v = eTij L† c.

A. Geometrical proof
(5)

Accordingly, we have the following definition.
Definition 2.1 ([15]): Given a graph G = (V, E, W) with
Laplacian L and two nodes i, j ∈ V, the effective resistance
across the nodes is
Rij (G) := eTij L† eij ,
and the effective conductance across the nodes is

Proof: Consider the positive semidefiniteness of the
Laplacian L, i.e.,
xT Lx = xT DW DT x ≥ 0, ∀x.
(6)
p
p
Let D̂ = D |W | and Ŵ = sign(W ) where |W |, |W |,
and the signum function sign(W ) are applied entrywise (and
sign(0) := 0). Then L = D̂Ŵ D̂T and therefore (6) is
equivalent to
xT Lx = xT D̂Ŵ D̂T x ≥ 0, ∀x.

−1

W ij (G) := Rij (G) .
It is seen from (5) that Rij (G) is also the voltage across
(i, j) when a unit current is injected at i and taken out from
j, i.e. c = eij . In this case, the total power dissipated through
the network is also Rij (G) (in consistent units).
III. P OSITIVE SEMIDEFINITENESS OF GRAPH
L APLACIANS
This section provides two alternative proofs to the main
result in [8] on the positive semidefiniteness of Laplacians
for weighted graphs (Theorem 3.2).
Given a connected graph G = (V, E, W), we separate the
positive and negative edges into E+ and E− , respectively,
thus, E+ ∪ E− = E. Similarly, W restricted to E+ (resp. E− )
is denoted by W+ (resp. W− ). Then, G+ = (V, E+ , W+ ) and
G− = (V, E− , W− ) represent the positively and negatively
weighted parts of the graph, respectively. For the main result,
Theorem 3.2, we need the following assumption.
Assumption 3.1: Given a connected graph G = (V, E, W),
let (i, j) ∈ E− and (i0 , j 0 ) ∈ E− be any two distinct pairs of
nodes with negative weights. Then there exists no cycle in
G containing i, j, i0 , and j 0 .
Modulo a sign, Dej = ek` where k, ` are the indices
of nodes corresponding to edge j . Hence, given a graph
G = (V, E, W) and any edges i , j for which no cycle in G
contains their associated nodes, we have
eTi DT (DW DT )† Dej = eTi DT L† Dej
=

eTk0 `0 L† ek`

= 0,

since k, `, k 0 , `0 are not in a cycle. In other words, view
Dej as an external current injection c to the graph circuit.
Since there is no cycle going through i and j , the resulting
v = L† Dej must have equal potentials at the two nodes
associated with the edge i . The fact that eTi DT L† Dej = 0
follows. With this argument, we can see that Assumption 3.1
implies
eTi DT (DW DT )† Dej = 0, i 6= j
for all i, j ∈ E− . We are now ready to state the theorem.
Theorem 3.2: Given a connected graph G = (V, E, W),
suppose Assumption 3.1 holds. Then the Laplacian L =
DW DT is positive semidefinite if, and only if, |W(i, j)| ≤
W ij (G+ ) for all (i, j) ∈ E− .
Two different proofs to the theorem are provided below.

(7)

The above can be rewritten as
y T Ŵ y ≥ 0
for any vector y in the range of D̂T . That is,
 
X
X
yi2 , ∀y ∈ ran D̂T .
yi2 ≥
i∈E+

(8)

i∈E−

Let A be the span of {ei | i ∈ E− } and B be the range of
D̂T , then (8) is equivalent to
ky − PA yk22 ≥ kPA yk22 , ∀y ∈ B.
This is saying that for any element in B, its distance to the
space A is greater than the length of its projection onto A.
From geometric point of view, this is equivalent to saying
there is no nonzero vectors y ∈ B and z ∈ A such that
the angle between them is strict less than π/4. This angle
condition holds if and only if
kxk2 ≥ 2kPB xk2 , ∀x ∈ A.

(9)

Since
PB x = D̂T (D̂D̂T )† D̂x =

p

|W |DT (D|W |DT )† D

p

|W |x,

by Assumption 3.1 and the discussion following it we have
eTi PB ej = 0, ∀i, j ∈ E− , i 6= j.
Inequality (9) is therefore equivalent to
kei k2 ≥ 2kPB ei k2 , ∀i ∈ E− .

(10)

We complete the proof by establishing the equivalence between (10) and the condition on effective resistance as stated
in the theorem. Inequality (10) can be explicitly expressed
as
p
p
1
eTi |W |DT (D|W |DT )† D |W |ei ≤ , ∀i ∈ E− ,
2
or equivalently,
eTij L† eij ≥ 2|W(i, j)|, ∀(i, j) ∈ E− .
In view of Definition 2.1 this step completes the proof.
B. Passivity-based proof
We begin with a lemma on graphs with a single negatively
weighted edge and then establish a general result on graphs
with multiple negative edges.

Lemma 3.3: Given a connected graph G = (V, E, W),
suppose there is only one edge (i, j) with negative weight
W(i, j). Then the Laplacian L is positive semidefinite if, and
only if, |W(i, j)| ≤ W ij (G+ ).
Proof: Recall that positive semidefiniteness of L is
equivalent to v T Lv ≥ 0 for all v ∈ Rn . By (4), this is thus
equivalent to v T c ≥ 0 for all v ∈ Rn . Note that physically,
this means the electrical network is passive [18].
(Necessity) Let c := eij , then

Now given any v ∈ Rn , the corresponding c = Lv and
i = W DT v, select γ so that i(γ)k = ik . Let d := i − i(γ).
Then
m
m
X
X
i2l rl =
(il (γ) + dl )2 rl
l=1

l=1
m
m
m
X
X
X
=
(il (γ))2 rl + 2
il (γ)rl dl +
d2l rl
l=1

l=1

= γ 2 Rij (G) + 2

v = L† c = L† eij ,

m
X

il (γ)rl dl +

l=1

l=1

X

d2l rl ,

l6=k

(14)

and it follows that

where (13) and i(γ)k = ik have been used in the last
equality. Observe that

v T c = eTij L† eij = Rij (G).
Hence a necessary condition for the positive semidefiniteness
of L is Rij (G) ≥ 0. By elementary circuit theory, Rij (G)
is simply formed by the parallel connection of the negative
resistance rij = 1/W(i, j) and a single lumped resistance
Rij (G+ ) between nodes i and j. In other words,
1
.
Rij (G) =
W(i, j) + W ij (G+ )

(11)

as required.
(Sufficiency) Note that any power injected to the electrical
network is equal to the sum of all the powers dissipated
through the resistors, i.e.

see, for instance, the conservation of energy result in [19].
Without loss of generality, assume that rk < 0. Then the
positive semidefiniteness of L is equivalent via (3) to
i2l rl =

l=1

X
l6=k

i2l rl + i2k rk ≥ 0 ∀i ∈ I,

(12)

where
I := {i ∈ W DT v : v ∈ Rn }.
It is shown below this is guaranteed by |W(i, j)| ≤
W ij (G+ ).
Let v(γ) ∈ Rn be such that Lv(γ) = γeij and i(γ) =
W DT v(γ) to be the corresponding current, where γ is some
positive constant. In other words, v(γ) and i(γ) correspond
to the potentials and currents in the electrical circuit when
γ amount of current is injected at i and the same taken out
from j. Recall that the power dissipated through the circuit
is simply given by
m
X
l=1

il (γ)2 rl = γ 2 Rij (G) ≥ 0,

= (W DT L† γeij )T RW DT L† (c − γeij )

= (W DT L† γeij )T DT L† (c − γeij )
= γeTij L† LL† (c − γeij )

= γ(ik rk − i(γ)rk )
= 0.

Therefore, it follows from (14) that
m
X
l=1

i2l rl ;

l=1

m
X

l=1

= γeTij (v − v(γ))

|W(i, j)| ≤ W ij (G+ ),

vT c =

il (γ)rl dl = i(γ)T Rd

= γeTij L† (c − γeij )

Nonnegativity of Rij (G) is hence equivalent to

m
X

m
X

(13)

where the inequality follows from |W(i, j)| ≤ W ij (G+ ) and
(11).

i2l rl ≥ γ 2 Rij (G) ≥ 0.

Since v ∈ Rn was arbitrary, (12) holds and the positive
semidefiniteness of L follows.
The passivity-based proof for Theorem 3.2 is now in order.
Proof: [of Theorem 3.2] Note that the injection of a unit
current at node i and the withdrawal of a unit current at node
j does not induce any current through any other negatively
weighted edges because there exists no cycle containing two
or more such edges by Assumption 3.1. It thus follows that
for any (i, j) ∈ E− and Ge := (V, E \ (i, j), W),
Rij (Ge ) = Rij (G+ ).
(Necessity) By the same arguments in the proof of
Lemma 3.3, it follows that the positive semidefiniteness of
L implies Rij (G) ≥ 0 for all (i, j) ∈ E− . The latter is
equivalent to |W(i, j)| ≤ W ij (G+ ) for all (i, j) ∈ E− ; see
(11).
(Sufficiency) By Assumption 3.1, any current through a
negative edge does not flow to/from any other negative edges
in the electrical network. Thus, given any v ∈ Rn and the
corresponding i = W DT v, the total dissipated power can be
decomposed into a sum of N := card(E− ) terms, where in
each term only one negatively weighted edge is involved and
the current is zero through all other negative edges. That is,
given {1 , . . . , N } = E− , there exist i(1 ), . . . , i(N ) ∈ Rm

such that
m
X
i2l rl =
l=1

w

X

X

il (1 )2 rl + . . . +

1
· In
s

P

y

f
+

il (N )2 rl .

l∈E+ ∪ N

l∈E+ ∪ 1

(15)
e

and
X
l∈E+ ∪ j

il (j )2 rl =

m
X

il (j )2 rl

l=1

∀j = 1, 2, . . . , N.

It holds by Lemma 3.3 that |W(i )| ≤ W i (G+ ) for all
i ∈ Ei guarantees that each of the term on the right of (15)
is nonnegative, which in turn implies that the total dissipated
power is nonnegative. Passivity of the electrical network, and
hence the positive semidefiniteness of L, thus follow.
IV. C ONSENSUS
A. Algebraic multiplicity of the zero eigenvalue
In the case of a positively weighted connected graph,
since, the Laplacian is a positive semidefinite matrix and has
only one zero eigenvalue corresponding to the eigenvector
1n , the system will reach consensus. This property of L is
necessary for consensus. When negative weights are present,
provided these are sufficiently small and Assumption 3.1 is
satisfied, the Laplacian is still positive semidefinite (Section
III). Here we further establish that, provided the inequalities
in Theorem 3.2 are strict, the Laplacian has only one zero
eigenvalue corresponding to the eigenvector 1n .
Lemma 4.1: Given a graph G = (V, E, W), if the negative
weights in E− satisfy
|W(i, j)| < W ij (G+ )

(16)

and Assumption 3.1, then its Laplacian L is positive semidefinite with only one zero eigenvalue corresponding to the
eigenvector 1n .
Proof: The positive semidefinite part follows directly
from Theorem 3.2. To see that L has only one zero eigenvalue corresponding to the eigenvector 1n , we need only
to show that xT Lx > 0 for any nonzero vector x 6= 1n .
Assume not, that is, xT Lx = 0 for some x 6= 1n , then
xT (Lp + (L − Lp ))x = 0. Here Lp is the Laplacian of the
graph G = (V, E, |W|). It follows
xT (L − Lp )x = −xT Lp x < 0.

(17)

On the other hand, since the negative weights satisfy the strict
inequality (16), the slightly perturbed graph corresponding to
the Laplacian Lε = Lp + (1 + ε)(L − Lp ) for some small
ε > 0 also satisfies (16), and Lε is thus positive semidefinite.
In view of (17), we conclude
xT Lε x = εxT (L − Lp )x < 0,
which contradicts the fact that Lε is positive semidefinite.
This completes the proof.
B. Consensus for passive dynamics
Consider
interconnection in Figure 1. There,
Ln the feedbackn×n
P :=
P
∈
R
is a diagonal transfer matrix
i=1 i

+

−L

v

Fig. 1. Feedback interconnection for consensus.

with the single-input-single-output (SISO) dynamical agents
Pi ∈ R and L is the Laplacian corresponding to a weighted
graph. Such a setup models the problem of consensus of a
network of heterogeneous agents interconnected through a
Laplacian. The network topology, i.e. the arrangement of the
agents and their communicating neighbours, is captured by
the underlying weighted connected graph. A negative weight
may represent the case of an antagonistic attack intended to
jeopardise the objective of reaching consensus, defined as
follows.
Definition 4.2: The interconnection in Figure 1 is said to
reach consensus if |yi (t) − yj (t)| → 0 as t → ∞ for all
i, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} and external disturbances e, f ∈ Ln2 .
That is, consensus means that the agents/nodes asymptotically reach agreement in their output yi , i.e., lim y(t) lies
t→∞
in the subspace spanned by 1n . Next we present conditions
ensuring consensus that can be obtained from the vantage
point of the theory of integral quadratic constraints [9].
PropositionL
4.3: The feedback configuration in Figure 1,
n
with P :=
i=1 Pi : Pi ∈ RH∞ ; Pi (0) 6= 0 and a
Laplacian L ∈ Rn×n corresponding to a weighted connected
graph, reaches consensus if the zero eigenvalue of L is simple
and there exists a multiplier Π ∈ C2n×2n such that

∗


In
In
Π(jω)
≥ γIn ∀ω ∈ R \
(i)
1
1
P (jω)
τ jω
P (jω)
τ jω
{0}, τ ∈ [0, 1], and some γ > 0;
 T
 
−L
−L
(ii)
Π(jω)
≤ 0 ∀ω ∈ R \ {0}.
In
In
Proof: The claim in the proposition is a special case
of [11, Thm. 4.5] or [10, Thm. 4.3].
We now present a main result on the robustness of consensus for high-order passive nodal-dynamics. We employ
the notation explained at the beginning of Section III.
Ln
Theorem 4.4: Consider P := i=1 Pi with Pi ∈ RH∞ ,
P (0) 6= 0 and a Laplacian matrix L ∈ Rn×n corresponding
to a weighted connected graph G = (V, E, W) that satisfies
Assumption 3.1. If 1s P is passive and |W(i, j)| < W ij (G+ )
for all (i, j) ∈ E− , then the feedback interconnection of
Figure 1 reaches consensus.
Proof: First note that the graph Laplacian L has a
simple zero eigenvalue by hypothesis and Lemma 4.1. It
is shown below that the conditions in Proposition 4.3 are
satisfied with respect to a constant matrix


γIn In
T
Π = Π :=
.
In
0

To this end, observe that

∗ 

In
In
Π
1
1
P (jω)
P (jω)
τ jω
τ jω

∗
1
1
= γIn + τ
P (jω) + τ P (jω)
jω
jω
≥ γIn ∀ω ∈ R \ {0}, τ ∈ [0, 1],
where passivity of 1s P has been used in the last inequality.
On the other hand,
 T  
−L
−L
Π
= γL2 − 2L ≤ 0
In
In

Fig. 2. Network topology.

for sufficiently small γ > 0, where the positive semidefiniteness of L as guaranteed by Theorem 3.2 has been exploited.
Consensus thus follows from Proposition 4.3.
Remark 4.5: Convergence of ẋ = −Lx in (1) in the
introduction is a special case of the above result since 1s In
is a passive system.
V. N UMERICAL EXAMPLES
In this section we study a simple academic example to
illustrate how the magnitudes of negative weights affect the
consensus result. Consider a four-agent system as in Figure
1 with
2s + ai
Pi =
, 1 ≤ i ≤ 4,
s + ai
where (a1 , a2 , a3 , a4 ) = (1, 2, 3, 4), and underlying graph
structrue as in Figure 2. Obviously 1s P is passive since
1
1
1
Pi = +
s
s s + ai
is the sum of two passive transfer functions for every 1 ≤
i ≤ 4.
Let the weights (w1 , w2 , w4 ) = (3, 2, 4) be positive and
we study the consensus property of the system when w3 takes
a negative value. As shown in Theorem 4.4, the system will
reach consensus if the absolute value of w3 is strictly less
than the effective conductance between node 1 and 4, that
is,
|w3 | = |W(1, 4)| < W 14 (G+ ) = 1.2.
Here, we take two different values of w3 = −1.15, −1.25,
one less than the critical value and one greater than the
critical value. The simulation results are shown in Figure 3
and Figure 4, respectively. As we can see, the system reaches
consensus when |w3 | < 1.2, while this is not the case when
|w3 | > 1.2.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
The present paper provides two alternative proofs to the
result by Zelazo and Bürger regarding the positive definiteness of the graph Laplacian when negative edge weight is
allowed. Both of these two proof are intuitive and easy to
follow. The second proof relies on passivity argument, which
is then used to establish more general consensus conditions in
multi-agent systems with generalized high-order dynamics.

Fig. 3. Sample trajectories for w3 = −1.15.

It is envisioned that the methods developed in the paper
will facilitate the study of similar problems defined on
directed graphs and/or stochastic matrices for consensus in
systems evolving on the discrete time.
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